Tumor neuroendocrino: descripción de 2 casos de evolución atípica

We report 2 cases of cytokeratin-20 negative neuroendocrine tumors with skin involvement that were not Merkel cell carcinoma.

Patient 1. Patient 1 was a 72-year-old man with 3 asymptomatic papular, erythematous lesions measuring 2 to 3 mm in the right paranasal region (Fig. 1). The lesions had appeared 20 days earlier. One of the lesions was excised to reveal a diffuse epithelial tumor consisting of solid nests of irregular, atypical polygonal cells with abundant mitotic figures. There was no sign of morphologic differentiation and the epidermis was not involved. The tumor was composed of keratin cells positive for AE1-AE3, synaptophysin, chromogranin, and neuron-specific enolase and negative for cytokeratin 20, thyroid transcription factor 1, CD30, S100, and human melanoma marker (HMB45) (Fig. 2). The tumor was diagnosed as intradermal carcinoma with neuroendocrine differentiation. Plasma levels of chromogranin A were elevated (124.2 ng/mL; normal range, 19.4-98.1 mg/mL). Other hormones were normal in both blood and urine. Chest radiography, abdominal magnetic resonance imaging, ¹¹¹In-labeled octreotide scintigraphy and positron electron imaging findings were normal. There were no significant findings in gastroscopy and colonoscopy revealed an adenomatous polyp. The 3 lesions were excised without any adjuvant therapy and chromogranin A levels returned to normal.

The patient has remained asymptomatic during 5 years of follow-up.

Patient 2. Patient 2 was a 62-year-old woman with a progressively growing sternal lesion that had appeared 2 years earlier. Examination revealed an erythematous-violaceous plaque measuring 3 × 2 cm (Fig. 3). In the biopsy, a tumor was detected in the dermis in the form of disperse nests of monomorphic cells of epithelial appearance and a few atypical cells. They had a poorly defined cytoplasm with occasional microlactics and limited mitotic activity. These cells were positive for AE1-AE3 keratins, cytokeratin 8, synaptophysin, chromogranin, and neuron-specific enolase and negative for S100, MELAN-A, HMB45, and cytokeratin 20. Histologic diagnosis was of cutaneous metastasis of a well-differentiated neuroendocrine tumor. Elevated levels of plasma somatostatin were found (27.3 pmol/L; normal range, <16 pmol/L). Other hormones were normal in both blood and urine. In view of a suspected diagnosis of cutaneous metastasis of a somatostatin-secreting neuroendocrine tumor, octreotide scintigraphy was performed. Uptake was detected in the sternal region and the left axilla. In the other imaging tests, the only finding of note was biliary lithiasis and a hepatic lesion suggestive of hemangioma.
Figure 2  A, Tumor consisting of nests of polygonal cells (hematoxylin-eosin [H-E], original magnification ×5). B, These cells were irregular and atypical and there was no epidermal involvement (H-E, original magnification ×20). C, Abundant mitotic figures are apparent (H-E, original magnification ×40). D, These cells were positive for synaptophysin (H-E, original magnification ×40).

Figure 3  Sternal erythematous-violaceous plaque.

undifferentiated small cell carcinomas of the pulmonary oat cell carcinoma type and small cell neuroendocrine tumors such as Ewing sarcoma, rhabdomyosarcoma, and low-grade lymphomas should also be considered. Merkel cell carcinomas differ from neuroendocrine carcinomas with secondary cutaneous involvement in that their cells have basophilia and less cytoplasm, and often infiltrate the epidermis in the form of Bowen disease.

The treatment of choice for neuroendocrine tumors, whether or not there is cutaneous involvement, is surgery and indeed surgery is the only curative treatment.1

We reported 2 cases of neuroendocrine tumors with cutaneous involvement. In neither case did we find a primary neuroendocrine tumor at another site, though this does not mean that one might not be present because, for example, such a tumor might be too small to be detected in the imaging tests or endoscopy, as is the case with duodenal neuroendocrine tumors.3 Multidisciplinary study and long-term follow-up are therefore important with these patients.10
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The Rainbow Pattern and Rosettes in Cutaneous Cutáneas

Patrón dermoscópico en arcoíris y rosetas en cicatrices cutáneas

Recent studies carried out using polarized light dermoscopy have characterized the rainbow pattern and the rosette sign as being dermoscopic features of Kaposi sarcoma and actinic keratosis, respectively. These structures have also been observed in other skin lesions of varying origin, although more infrequently. We observed both structures in a 13-year-old patient who visited our department because of several pruritic lesions on both knees. The lesions had appeared 2 weeks after the patient had applied an over-the-counter treatment for verruca vulgaris (Cryopharma; Chefaro Española) to the site.

A dermatological examination revealed multiple round, erythematous-violaceous lesions measuring 0.7 cm to 1 cm in diameter. The lesions were well-defined, had a smooth surface, and were located on both knees (Fig. 1). Using a polarized light dermoscope (Dermlite II PRO HR; 3Gen), we observed a rainbow pattern comprising several colors of the rainbow spectrum (yellow-orange, blue-violet) radiating homogeneously in a flame pattern out from the center to the periphery of each lesion. We also observed numerous irregular vessels, telangiectasias, and groups of varying numbers of whitish points (rosettes). The results of a histopathological study showed a slightly atrophic epidermis on top of bands of fibroblasts, abundant collagen bundles, and numerous vessels arranged parallel or perpendicular to the epidermis (Fig. 2); all of these findings were consistent with scarring.

First described by Hu et al., the rainbow pattern is a multicolored dermoscopic feature in which all or part of a lesion contains areas showing various colors of the rainbow. Together with a bluish-red coloration, a scaly surface, and small brown globules, the rainbow pattern is one of the most common dermoscopic structures of Kaposi sarcoma and it is found in up to 36% of such lesions. Some authors consider the rainbow pattern to be highly specific for Kaposi sarcoma (sensitivity, 36.2%; specificity, 100%). However, the same pattern has been described in melanoma, basal cell carcinoma, stasis dermatitis, and lichen planus.

The rainbow pattern is probably caused by a complex physical phenomenon in which polarized light interacts with various elements as it passes through tissue. Cheng et al. have hypothesized that the light beam is diffracted as it penetrates the dermis, while Vázquez-López et al. cite dichroism, a phenomenon by which light in different states of polarization undergoes variable degrees of absorbance and retardance when it interacts with the components of the tissue and therefore gives off different colors.

This pattern is not associated with any particular histological structure. Cheng et al. observed that Kaposi sarcoma lesions exhibiting the rainbow pattern were made up of numerous vascular lumens lined by inconspicuous endothelial cells and scant stromal tissue, while the lesions with no rainbow pattern exhibited more abundant stromal tissue. The rainbow pattern may be linked to the vascular structure of the lesion, a hypothesis that might explain


Figure 1 Rounded, violaceous papular lesions on the knees of the patient. A, Right knee. B, Left knee.